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Welcome to Issue 5 of The PMM Journal.
Paynesville Maritime Museum is dedicated to researching, recording and retelling the maritime
heritage of the village and surrounding area of Paynesville on the Gippsland Lakes in Victoria,
Australia. The PMM Journal is an important means of disseminating and making available for the
future the stories of maritime Paynesville that might otherwise never be recognised.
Please let us know your comments and preferences for The PMM Journal as only with your input can
we develop the Journal as a truly representative publication. We welcome comments and
suggestions to make our publication better enquire@pmm.org.au

CONTENTS of Issue 5:


The John Reeve Expedition: tells the story of an adventurous voyage 175 years ago to find
the entrance to the Gippsland Lakes system and the viability of shipping access.





Lady Harriett and Her Barge: A small steamer that serviced the Tambo River and other areas.
Lady Harriett's Barge: About the barge that Lady Harriett towed almost everywhere.
Captain Bisson of Lady Harriett: A profile as part of a Journal series on Lakes skippers.



Lock Crowther: Home grown Paynesville multihull designer who developed his theories here.




Alan Evans ‐ Interview: Child of the silt jetties, fisherman and bait salesman.
1934 Hartley Lloyd Trophy: How a Rivermouth fishing crew supplemented their income.



PS Enterprise: A long overlooked sketch of the first steamer for the Lakes is rediscovered.




The Eagle Bay Compass Piles: Why those posts are in the water and what they were put
there for.
The "Iced" T‐Van: Victorian Railways answer to limiting fish spoilage in transport.



The C C Neill: The story of a well known boat and the craftsman who restored her.



Faces and Places: Where we catch up on information arising from earlier Issues of The PMM
Journal.



List of contents Issues 1 to 5.
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175th Anniversary of Reeve
Voyage of Discovery
Rob Cook
2017 brings the 175th anniversary of a little recognised voyage on the Gippsland Lakes where John
Reeve went searching for the outlet from the Lakes to the ocean. Seen at the time as less than
successful, as the bar was deemed unsuitable for navigation, the knowledge from this voyage was
pivotal in future exploration and the development of shipping on the Lakes.
In 1840 Angus McMillan's party of overland explorers had found the large body of water now known
as the Gippsland Lakes as they moved through the unexplored lands to eventually find Corner Inlet
and establish a settlement at Port Albert in 1841. About the same time the "Clonmel" was wrecked
at Port Albert and the survivors went back to Melbourne to start a mini‐rush of settlers to the area.
Port Albert not only provided a shorter route to get cattle to the ravenous convicts in the Tasmanian
establishments but also avoided a tax imposed by the governor there against shipments from Sydney
and Melbourne. Shipments from Port Albert became profitable and the settlers started to look for
more locations for farming.
One of the difficulties in settling in places that were to become Sale, Stratford and Briagalong was
the need to ship to Port Albert and then load onto bullock drays for the slow cross‐country haul. If a
navigable access to the Lakes could be found then the ships could go much closer to the farms and in
faster time.

Due to the breaking nature of the waves on the Ninety Mile Breach (at that time known as the Long
Beach) it had not been possible for ships at sea to determine where the ocean access was and the
long sand dunes were a blurring backdrop. Thus a decision was made to explore the Lakes from the
"inside" and find where the water exited and whether it was likely to be navigable by ships.
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John Reeve had arrived with the early settlers at Port Albert and set about pegging out his allocation
of land and sub‐dividing it for sale. Unfortunately little is known about the prior history of Reeve but
he was, apparently, readily accepted by the settlers' leaders.
Beyond his Special Survey at Tarraville, John Reeve in 1842 became the lessee of Snake Ridge Run at
what is now Rosedale, covering 60,000 acres, which was one of the biggest squatting leases in
Gippsland. The property was so called because McMillan had found a freshly killed snake there, out
of which the fat had just been taken by the natives.
Importantly for our story, Snake Ridge was located on the Glengarry (named by McMillan) or Latrobe
(found separately by Strzelecki) River and this formed the starting point for a voyage of exploration
into the lakes system to find the exit of the waters to the sea (later referred to as the "natural
entrance").
News reports of the time inform that Reeve was accompanied by McClellan (Superintendent of The
Heart station) and two strong farmhands in a small dinghy. Clearly the farmhands were there to
provide motive power via the oars. There is no mention of any sails, nor of the source of the boat
although it could possibly have come from a ship at Port Albert, possibly from the wreck of the
Clonmel.
The voyage was undertaken in the spring (September‐ October) of 1842 when the spring rains would
have created a high water level and a strong flow down the Glengarry and across the lakes.
The, albeit brief, reports in the Port Phillip Patriot newspaper indicate that after crossing Lake
Wellington and passing through the strait now named as McClellan Strait, Reeve and party stayed
close to the ocean side shore and worked their way around Lake Victoria. This is sensible seamanship
as their purpose was to find the outlet to the sea and that had to go through the sand dunes
somewhere.
Part way along a large inlet was named as Lake Reeves and it is reasonable to assume that they
went, fruitlessly, at least part way into this in case it was where the outlet was.
Eventually arriving at the end of the
journey the last section was named
Reeve River and then the natural
entrance/outlet was found below
the Merrangbaur hill, about where
the Lakes Entrance Golf Club is
today. This entrance had historically
moved back and forth along a 2 km
length of the dunes over many
years.
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Venturing into the waters of the entrance the boat was almost lost when a
thole pin (a form of rowlock) broke and the boat was in danger, being swept
out to sea but they were able to recover the situation by beaching and dragging
it across the western spit. Fortune must have been on their side as anyone who
has visited the new entrance will know what a fearful force the outgoing tide
can be and with spring rains as an added impetus.
Reeve did not have the required equipment for taking soundings of the
entrance but a later expedition, in which Reeve participated, measured the depth as around six feet
and with a nasty reef just offshore, with a conclusion that it was not suitable for navigation.
There is no detail of the return voyage but with
the spring rains raising the Thomson River (no
dam back then to interrupt the flow) and
increasing the east going current it is logical
that Reeve and company would have kept to
the ocean shore and known territory from the
trip out. There is however conjecture, but no
evidence, that they also explored the area
around where Paynesville is now located.
We are fortunate that Reeve was an
acquaintance of William Pearson who had
taken it upon himself to become a "reporter"
for the Port Philip Patriot and send off regular
reports of happenings in Gipps Land (the
spelling of the time). Pearson, along with
Reeve, was also a member of the second
expedition in 1843 that sounded the depths of
the entrance.
It was not until 1854 that the first (shallow draft) ships began to use the entrance intermittently, as
the shifting bar permitted, a trade which boomed once the Omeo goldfields opened up.
Reeve sold up in Gippsland soon after the voyages and moved to Sydney where he lived a privileged
life with his wife, the daughter of William Wentworth the well known explorer, and in 1858 they
returned to England and settled in London.

References and Sources:







Port Phillip Patriot extracts ‐ TROVE
Genealogy research ‐ Sandra Hargreaves
Highways of Water ‐ Peter Synan
Some Memories of Old Gippsland and its Earliest Pioneers ‐ Rev W S Login and Jessie Login
Book of the Bush ‐ George Dunderdale
Capricornia Australis ‐ Don Watson
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SS Lady Harriett and Her Barge
Chris James

No story about shipping on the Lakes is
complete without mention of the little
screw steamer Lady Harriett and her
attendant barge. The barge was needed
as Lady Harriett did not have enough
cargo space to be viable alone on her
regular trips up the Tambo River to
Mossiface and points in between.
In this article we will treat the ship and
the barge separately but always with
knowledge in the background as to how
they were inexplicitly linked.
Lady Harriett
Research thus far has failed to uncover definitive evidence of the genesis of the steamer called Lady
Harriett in the pre‐1895 times before she arrived on the Gippsland Lakes. Newspaper reports of 1893
show her on Sydney Harbour taking spectators for rides to watch the yacht racing and advertising
cruises to fish for schnapper but there is nothing of her building and launch, nor any derivation of
the name, therefore we need to indulge in some speculative judgements to get answers.
From the available photos, the design of the hull of the steamer is typical of the later 1880's (think
JCD and Ariel) as propellers replaced paddle wheels and it is probable that she was built in Sydney or
one of the nearby ship‐building locations. Maybe we will eventually be able to track it down and add
it to the PMM history of Lakes shipping with an entry in "Faces and Places".
The name "Lady Harriett" has
evoked some interesting responses
from one of the local luminaries in
Sydney where Harriett was a
common naming, through to the
first Lady of the USA at the time of
President James Buchanan, his
niece Lady Harriett Lane ‐ although
the time‐frame does not quite fit.
A possibly neater source could be
Lady Harriett loads a Sunday School picnic group at Bairnsdale

that in 1888 the opera "Martha" was hitting the highlights in Sydney and the principal character in it
was "Lady Harriett". This could also give a good guide to the year of building.
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On the Lakes
The small steamer Lady Harriett came to the Gippsland Lakes in 1895 from Sydney Harbour (Capt
Mills) to work in the fish trade. Lady Harriett was a trim utility boat 55 feet 3 inches in length, 11 feet
3 inches in beam and 5 feet 7 inches in depth, used mostly as a tug towing barges much larger than
herself. She also provided a regular service to the Tambo River going as far as Mossiface, connecting
with the Melbourne steamer Wyralla at Lakes Entrance.
Lady Harriett ran in opposition to the paddle steamer Tanjil which lumped cargo brought in by the
Despatch from Melbourne to Bairnsdale. Capt. Bisson of the Lady Harriett had a crew of five ‐ Charlie
Towner was the Engineer and Ted Schesihe (Schaeche?) the Mate. The remainder of the crew were
mostly casual, except perhaps for Johnnie Gilbert who was there for some years
Capt James Bull of the Tanjil also had a crew of five, but, being also a passenger vessel carried a cook
and a stewardess in addition to the regular number. Bisson and Bull were not the best of friends but,
apart from an occasional skirmish or
two, there were no pitched battles like
those experienced on the Murray River
boats at this time.
Later in 1895 the Lady Harriett was
advertised to run between Bairnsdale
and Mallacoota on a weekly service.
The Lady Harriett and barge did two or
three trips up the Tambo per week. She
did not carry passengers or run to a
timetable and was also carrying fish
from Mallacoota where by 1900 the
fishing industry was well established.

Lady Harriett and barge up the Tambo

1897 ‐ Mentioned in the Coroners Court
Between one and two o'clock on Tuesday 6th July 1897 Emil Lauritz Emery, the engineer of the Lady
Harriett was drowned in the Mitchell River at the Bairnsdale wharf. At the hour named he was going
onboard the vessel accompanied by Capt Bisson. The latter led the way onboard and had scarcely
crossed the gangway when he heard a splash in the water behind him. On looking below he saw that
it was Emery who had fallen in. He tried to render assistance, but finding he could not reach the
drowning man he raised an alarm and lowered the steamer's small boat. While doing so, Emery sank
and was drowned, his body not being recovered till seven o'clock. The deceased had been in
Gippsland waters as an engine driver for about three years. He was a single man, 45 years of age and
had no relatives in the district.
A Magisterial Inquiry into the death was held at the Imperial Hotel by Mr J Bull JP (not Capt James
Bull) at 11 o'clock in the afternoon.
The steamer had been under orders to go to Cunninghame (Lakes Entrance) on the Monday
afternoon at 4 o'clock but the deceased was not then in a fit state to do his work, being under the
influence of alcohol and the departure of the boat was delayed in consequence.
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About 1 AM on the Tuesday morning Capt Bisson went to look for the deceased and found him at
the Imperial Hotel. They then went back to the wharf together where the incident occurred.
1900
In 1900 there were two coastal steamers running from Melbourne to Bairnsdale ‐ the Despatch and
the Glenelg. A third vessel the Queenscliffe ran from Melbourne to Sale.
The Despatch and the Glenelg each had tenders to tranship cargo from Bairnsdale into the Lakes and
up the Tambo River to Mossiface, the Despatch shipping via the Tanjil and the Glenelg using the Lady
Harriett. These two small steamers took about 50 tons each per week to Mossiface, whence it was
carted to Bruthen, Omeo and Glen Wills.
That year (1900) Lady Harriett transported to Bairnsdale the bodies of those who perished when the
steamship Glenelg sank at Lakes Entrance. The bodies of the unfortunate victims were recovered
from the Ninety Mile Beach.
1906
Early on Saturday morning March 17, after a period of ill‐health Capt Bisson of the
Lady Harriett was found deceased in his bunk aboard the Lady Harriett. He was 56
years of age and flags at the Port of Bairnsdale, on steamers and at the landings along
the Tambo river flew at half‐mast as a mark of respect at his passing. He had earlier in
his career been master of the Paynesville built SS Tambo and the first master of the
then new SS JCD in 1888.
1913
On March 4th 1913 whilst loading a large steel girder from the Bairnsdale wharf, the crane tackle
broke, causing the girder to crash down upon the Lady Harriett and through the deck and hull,
quickly sending the steamer to the bottom of the Mitchell River. The vessel was refloated, repaired
and resumed trading in the Gippsland Lakes.
Date Unknown‐ (from a Verbal Story)
On one voyage in the Mitchell River Lady Harriett struck an obstacle and broke a blade from the
propeller. A new propeller was fitted at the Paynesville Slipyard and the broken remains of the cast
iron propeller left to rust.
Some 30 years later a dredge working in the river found its suction pipe blocked and, on
investigation, the missing blade was found. The propeller and its broken blade is on display at the
Paynesville Maritime Museum.
1916 ‐ Floods in Gippsland
The flood waters of the Mitchell River came down on Wednesday morning 27th September with a
force and speed that surprised those who witnessed their approach. Up to midnight the river had
been rising very slowly and residents in low lying areas likely to be affected, as well as others having
business and other interests there, went to bed on Tuesday night under a confident belief that
nothing very serious would happen before daylight at least.
Soon after midnight, however, the few persons who remained on watch or making preparations for
eventualities detected the first rush of water coming down.
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During the afternoon of Wednesday the SS Lady Harriett, which had been moored near the lower
wharf, broke away and was carried downstream. Nothing could be done to arrest her progress, and
in view of there being so much debris in the river, some anxiety was felt as to her fate. Later it was
ascertained that she was lying in the bend against the bank on the Bairnsdale side of Eagle Point. Her
owners ‐ Gippsland Steamers Pty Ltd ‐ made arrangements to secure her.
1917 ‐ Coming to an End
Thursday March 1st 1917: "The small steamer Lady Harriett which has been trading on the Gippsland
Lakes for upwards of 20 Years, principally between Bairnsdale and Mossiface, has been sold to a New
South Wales firm and is at present being fitted up for the trip to Sydney. It is believed that the
Hawkesbury River ‐ the largest in length of the rivers in New South Wales ‐ will be the destination of
Lady Harriett. Capt N Hegarty has accepted the responsibility of delivering the vessel to her new
owners."
The subsequent movements and eventual fate of Lady Harriett are unclear other than that she
changed hands again in 1920.

Lady Harriett (and attendant barge) at Bairnsdale wharf

References:
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Lady Harriett's Barge
and Other Barges
Chris James

The barge which was to become known as "Lady Harriett's Barge" was one of four constructed
around 1895. A double ended design the vessel was of carvel planked construction built on
athwartship bottom floors intersecting on chine to upright frames to deck level. A large chine log
fitted at the intersecting point is fastened through to the outer chine.
Two large beam shelves carried the deck structure. A false keel fitted exterior full fore and aft with a
slipper fastened. Dimensions were:
Measurements in feet and inches.
Length overall including rudder

70’6”

Inside stem apron to stern post apron

67’6”

Top of deck to chine

6’6”

Beam approximately amidships overall

19’2”

Lady Harriett towed her barge carrying an assortment of goods up the Tambo from 1895 to 1913 .
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When the Lady Harriett was sold and left the Gippsland Lakes the Public Works Department (PWD)
purchased her double ended cargo barge. The PWD used the barge to carry square galvanised tanks
holding fresh water to feed the boilers of the W.H. Edgar the PWDs steel suction dredge that was
built at Williamstown and launched in 1913.
The W. H. Edgar had a second barge attached to her ‐ a hopper barge with hinged steel doors in the
bottom to facilitate the dumping of sand which was pumped into the hopper by the Edgar's large
centrifugal pump. As the mother ship moved the hopper barge followed, taking its load of dredged
sand away to be dumped.
The PWD also operated an engine powered stone barge about 60 feet in length. This barge, built by
Coate Brothers of Cunninghame, carried granite stone from the head of the North Arm for use in
construction of the piers at the Entrance between 1900 and 1906, after this time the barge was laid
up.
In 1918 the original piers of the Entrance had been seriously undermined by Teredo worm attack
(see Issue 4 of The PMM Journal for more about Teredo) and it was necessary for the wooden piers
to be reconstructed in granite. This required recommissioning the original stone barge, which carried
about 35 tons of granite stone.
Mr Wally Schulz, a young civil engineer was appointed as PWD Harbour Engineer and was sent with
his wife and family early in 1918 to organise and supervise the reconstruction of the Entrance to and
from Bass Strait. This included the building of the stone groynes around Bullock Island virtually as
they now exist. His work also included supervision of regional dredging operations at that time.
After five years of heavy use, Mr Schulz proposed to the PWD that the original stone barge be
replaced by a heavier and larger barge, the old barge being prone to heavy maintenance costs due to
movement of the planking and seams which suffered under stress from heavy cargo load conditions
and vibration from the 17 HP heavy duty "Scandia" single cylinder hot bulb kerosene engine.
Mr Schulz's plan was to use the Lady Harriett's barge, after rebuilding it to suit the new
requirements. About this time, early 1923, the old paddle steamer Tanjil 2 was decommissioned and
dismantled at Metung. The PWD purchased the Tanjil hull and converted it for use as a
freshwater/stores barge to replace Lady Harriett's barge.
The Lady Harriett's barge was taken to the Paynesville Slipyard where conversion work took place in
about 1929‐30. The work included a new bottom, heavier stringers, new deck and coaming, heavy
chaffing battens to stiffen the hull and also provided an engine bed for a diesel engine to be installed
at a later date ‐ although this never happened. During this period the barge was towed by a number
of vessels ‐ the Queen, the Avon and the Tambo, all owned by the Public Works Department.
The Great Depression, commencing in 1929, caused dredging and general harbour work to cease at
Lakes Entrance. The W. H. Edgar was laid up at Paynesville and eventually scrapped. She was scuttled
at Rigby Island opposite Jemmy's Point to form a breakwater but is now submerged.
In the early 1930's Mr Schulz introduced a pontoon suction dredge, using a Ruston diesel engine
driven centrifugal pump (now adorning the entrance to Seamec) , to replace the Edgar. The pontoon
came from Corner Inlet where it was used with a "Priestman" grab style dredge (see Issue 3 of The
PMM Journal for more about Priestman) and was named Paynesville. It was subsequently scrapped
and today the hull is used as a fishing office at Lakes Entrance.
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Although Lady Harriett's barge was modified in 1929‐30 it was not put into service until about 1935.
Stone from Granite Rock near Bairnsdale was brought to Harbeck's Wharf by truck then transferred
to the barge and taken out to the Entrance where it was used to maintain the breakwaters
introduced by Wally Schulz in the 1918‐30 period.
When Wally Shulz's son Reg attended the 100 year anniversary of the opening of the Entrance in
June 1989, he saw the old Lady Harriett's barge at the Post Office jetty and noted that the history
attached to it was incorrect. A subsequent article in the Bairnsdale Advertiser in early 1990 stated
that this was the original stone barge used for building the Entrance piers, so he wrote an article
setting out its true history and pointing out that it was the cargo barge of the Lady Harriett.
From 1938 – 1995 the barge lay derelict in
Paynesville Slipyard until acquired in 1988 by
Robert & Pamela Elliot. Despite their best
intentions the Elliot’s were unable to maintain
or restore the barge so it languished off Bullock
Island.
In 1993 the barge was donated to Lakes
Entrance Historical Society who initiated a
project to relocate and restore it and today it is
protected by a roof ashore adjacent to the jetty near the east side of the Entrance, a considerable
walk along the beach from the Lakes Entrance footbridge but worth a look.

References:
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Miscellaneous Notes
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Caapt. Chaarles Bissson ‐ A Life on the Lakkes
Jacque Hockingg ‐ EGHS

T profile of Capt. Bissson was firsst published
This
d in "The Bla
ack Sheep" journal of EEGHS and EGFHS
Charles Bissson was bo
C
orn in St Laurence,
L
Jeersey in th
he Channeel
Islands on 15 August 1850 of Norman
N
and
d French de
escent with
h
c
claims
the family can be traced back to th
he Duke off Normandyy
(
(c1050).
At the age of
A
o twenty, Bisson
B
first sailed on a sailing ship
p to the Weest
C
Coast
of Afrrica in 1870.
His first trip
H
p to Australiia was on th
he S.S. Van Diemen in 1873, and he
r
returned
in
n about 187
76 aboard the S.S. Allhambra. Frrom 1878 till
t
1
1882
he seerved on the
t
Schoon
ner Petrel which com
mmuted fro
om
M
Melbourne
to the Lakees coast.
In 1880 he married So
ophia Perryy in Melbou
urne and th
hey moved to
B
Bairnsdale.
Their six daaughters weere all born in Bairnsdaale. Their tw
wo
s
sons
both died
d
in infan
ncy, one of whom
w
died in 1893 an
nd is buried in
t Bairnsdaale cemetery near the grave of Mr Mosley.
the
Bisson was known to have served as a mate on the stteamer Bairrnsdale (aftterwards re
B
e‐named the
B
Bogong)
in the early 1880s. It was from this time Bisso
on’s career on
o the steaamers on th
he Gippsland
L
Lakes
spann
ned 26 yearrs, and he was
w associaated with many
m
of the well‐known
n ships which operated
f
from
the Po
ort of Bairnssdale.
Bisson received his Maaster’s Certtificate for rivers and bays
B
b
on 25 August 1882. and waas appointed
c
captain
on the
t S.S. Tam
mbo in 1883
3, which was later to be
ecome a baarge when sshe was found to be too
s
slow
to com
mpete with faster
f
steam
mers. In 188
88 he took charge
c
of th
he newly bu
uilt S.S. J.C.D
D as her firsst
s
skipper,
sailing for thee Dahlsen family
f
until the late 1890s
1
when he took command of the Lad
dy
H
Harriett.
In June 189
90, Bisson had
h a serious accidentt when he was captain of the steamer Kepler. She waas
u
unloading
a the Payneesville jettyy when som
at
me lashing gave way an
nd the boom
m fell on Bissson strikin
ng
h to the deck.
him
d
Anoth
her piece off timber felll across his legs, breakking one bad
dly. Bisson was
w brough
ht
t the Bairn
to
nsdale Hospital and, aftter consultaation, docto
ors decided to amputatte the limb.
Captain Bissson was known to be
C
b careful and
a
reliable
e with his ships and was alwayys willing to
a
accommoda
ate when in
n his power to do so. His
H ostentatiiousness an
nd general d
demeanour made him a
f
favourite
wiith all thosee with whom
m he was brrought in co
ontact.
B
Bisson
mustt have had some elem
ment of misschief in hiss demeanou
ur as he waas known to
o have been
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involved in some shipping rivalry between the Lady Harriett, owned by Messrs G. A. and Arthur
Carpenter and C. Jackson, which ran in direct opposition to the P.S. Tanjil owned by Messrs Bull,
Dahlsen and Archibald. The Tanjil was captained by Captain Bull, and while the two never came to
open warfare, it appears that the Captains Bisson and Bull engaged in competition with considerable
spirit.
After a short period of ill health, Charles Bisson died unexpectedly on 17 March 1906 when he was
56 years old. He passed away in his sleep in the most appropriate place – his bunk aboard the Lady
Harriett. His death was discovered by the ship’s mate, his son‐in‐law, Fred Stanborough.
Flags at the port of Bairnsdale, on steamers and at all landings along the Tambo River flew at half‐
mast as a mark of respect at his passing.

The family memorial notice published in The Bairnsdale Advertiser and Tambo and Omeo Chronicle
(Vic: 1882‐1918) on page 2 on Saturday 16 March 1907 reads:
IN MEMORIAM ‐ BISSON
In ever loving remembrance of our dear father Charles (late captain S.S. Lady Harriett) who
died 17th March. 1906. Passed away but not forgotten. Deep within our hearts enshrined lives
the memory of our father. Always faithful, true and kind. His heart was true, his friendship
sound, patient in pain and beloved all around.
Oh for a touch of the vanished hand
and a sound of the voice now still.
Inserted by his loving daughters and son- in-law Mrs D. H, E.B., C.B., I.B. and L.P.

Our thanks and appreciation to EGSC and the author for permitting The PMM Journal to include this article.
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Lock Crowther,
multihull designer from Paynesville
Gary Maskiell
Lock Crowther was an internationally renowned multihull sail and
commercial catamaran designer who sailed his first designs at
Paynesville on the Gippsland Lakes.

Lachlan Russel Crowther was born on 9 September 1940 in Brighton,
Victoria. His childhood years were spent in Victorian country towns and
Cooma NSW where his father was Deputy Chief Surveyor at the
founding of the Snowy Mountains Hydro Electric Scheme in 1949 before
they moved to Traralgon where his father discovered the then thickest coal seam in the World when
surveying to determine the best site for the Morwell Open Cut. They finally moved to Bairnsdale
near the Gippsland Lakes in late 1955, where his interest in boating was sparked.
To find out where his interest in multihull sailboats came from you need to go back a couple of
generations. Lock’s grandfather was a Cable Engineer for the British Empire and travelled the world
building the All‐Red Line cable network. Whilst in Fiji in 1899‐1901 while the cable laying ships
operated out of there he sailed with the Suva Yacht Club and was fascinated by the multihull craft
that the natives sailed, they were much faster than the traditional western monohull yachts he was
sailing and when Lock and his father Jack (whose Bairnsdale surveying company still carries the
family name, now Crowther and Sadler Pty. Ltd.) talked of building a fast boat to sail on the
Gippsland Lakes, Grandfather’s stories of dugout multihulls with woven palm‐frond sails whizzing
past their yacht races in Suva harbour came to the fore.
Whilst living in Bairnsdale Lock attended Bairnsdale Tech and then travelled to Melbourne to
attended Swinburne Tech, to complete an Electrical Engineering degree. It was while he was
attending Swinburne Tech in his late teens that the multihull design bug really bit, electrical
engineering doesn’t immediately seem of help with boat design and building, however engineering
principles remain the same for all fields, with the calculus of stresses a major part of Lock’s early
multihull design success, where others had failed. In the early years building the boats was very
much a family affair with Lock’s brothers Bruce and Hugh, sister Gay and Dad and Mum involved,
they were a close family, but when it came to boatbuilding there probably wasn’t much choice but to
be involved, as the boats were built in the family home.The family home in Williams Parade,
Bairnsdale, was built overlooking Picnic Point on the Mitchell River and was designed by Jack
Crowther with a very large bedroom for the 3 boys, it had enough room for a table tennis table
between the beds and large areas of louvre windows on the endwalls. It proved to be ideal for
building boats in, as the louvres of the windows could be removed to get the hulls out when finished
and as the hulls grew in length some of them even stuck out the windows while they were being
built! Lock was also a talented draftsman, making the drawing of the multihull craft that existed in
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his imagination a little easier, father Jack always knew where to look when one of his long steel
rulers was missing, sure enough Lock would be drawing hull lines on paper or timber and no doubt
Jack helped in many of the early drawings.
In early 1959 Lock built a small rowing dinghy to get
experience with the materials (something many amateur boat
builders still do) . Later in 1959 Lock built the first trimaran of
his own design Bunyip at his Bairnsdale home, constructed of
timber frames and stringers, with a plywood skin, the decks
between the hulls were also plywood. It was sloop rigged with
a balanced jib attached to a boom. Most notable was the
shape of the outriggers, they were flat bottomed to try and
provide lift, and also the main hull had a very full bow. These
features combined to provide a very wet ride as Bunyip threw
up a lot of spray whilst dashing around the Gippsland Lakes, in
1960 Lock raced against a field of some 300 boats in the
Easter Regatta and won. Lock soon moved on to other designs
but Bunyip spent some years on the Gippsland Lakes as his
father Jack’s boat, until it was sold to the O’Dowd family in
the Latrobe Valley and provided them with many years of
family fun.
Probably Lock’s most successful design on the Gippsland Lakes
was “Kraken” a 7.6 metre sloop rigged trimaran with large
overlapping genoa, built of cold moulded veneers over timber
frames, with plywood decks between the hulls. The Crowther
family (and friends) spent many hours pulling staples out of the
cured veneers at their Bairnsdale home and Bryan Legg a friend
and crew made many of the fittings in Bairnsdale for Lock’s tri's.
Kraken was launched in 1964 and proved to be very fast, even
showing off by towing Mick Simpson on water skis along the
Paynesville foreshore. Word started to spread of the young Lock
Crowther designing and sailing trimarans on the Gippsland Lakes,
leading to a young sailor from Sydney travelling all the way to
Paynesville to have a look, he saw “Kraken” and had to have one
and it proved to be very successful in Sydney, word continued to
spread.
Lock worked as an electrical engineer with the State Electricity Commission (SEC) in the Latrobe
Valley during the early 60’s and later moved to Melbourne, travelling to the family home in
Bairnsdale to work on his designs and sail on the Gippsland Lakes on weekends and holidays. In 1966
he set up Crowther designs as a hobby business and then took a 6 month sabbatical from the SEC to
see if he could make a success of boat design, he never returned to electrical engineering and soon
moved to Sydney. Lock’s reputation was established internationally in 1966 when his first offshore
racing tri Bandersnatch won the Sydney to Hobart multihull race. Even more notice was taken in
1969 when a “Kraken 40" won the New York to Bermuda race, with Lock on board. Sadly Lock’s
brother Bruce perished in Bass Straight when Bandesnatch ran into a whale in July 1967 when being
sailed from the Melbourne Boat Show back to its owners in Sydney, Bruce was skipper and all four
crew were lost.
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During Lock’s design career more than 2,500 of his designs
were built by professionals and amateurs, many were
pioneering designs and some pioneering construction
techniques, like the tri Spirit of America an early user of GRP
Foam Sandwich in the hulls, with composite beams using
unidirectional fibres. So much of what Lock did was ahead
of his time, with ground breaking designs in both sailing and
powered multihulls for both recreational and commercial
use. From developing dynamic righting moment
mathematics to planing bottoms on outriggers, 45 degree
canted “lifting” boards in outriggers, turned down beam
ends to increase clearance and bulb bows to reduce
pitching, Lock covered it all. Sadly Lock died in 1993, from a
heart attack whilst sailing his own catamaran Duegello up
the coast from Sydney to Gladstone to take his Dad and
brother Hugh for an extended dive trip on the Reef.
From the humble beginnings on the Gippsland Lakes, Lock’s legacy lives on internationally through
his designs, many of which are still sailing and through his son Brett, who took over Crowther
Designs on his dad’s death before taking over Incat Designs to become Incat Crowther, that he still
runs and that continues to design and manufacture power multihulls and monohulls internationally.
In Paynesville Lock’s local connection is kept alive at the Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club, with a picture
of him sailing Kraken and brief history, on the wall of the entry foyer and a Multihull Division
perpetual trophy, in the form of an isometric projection drawn by Lock, of the “Kraken Trimaran",
which sits amongst the many perpetual trophies on the wall of the “Loft”.

Sources.
Howard Stephenson, “Trimarans on the Gippsland Lakes”.
www.multihull‐maven.com “Crowther Design”
www.pittwateronlinenews.com/lachlanrussellcrowther‐‐rmyc2014multihullregatta.phpby John
Mitchell with Beryl Crowther
Robert B. Harris “Racing and Cruising Trimarans”
Thanks to interviewees, Hugh Crowther, Brian Legg and Howard Stephenson.

Gary Maskiell is an experienced catamaran sailor with many championship victories to his name.
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Some Lock Crowther Moments at Paynesville
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Paynesville Maritime Museum
Alan Evans ‐ Child of the Silt Jetties,
Fisherman, Bait Supplier
Interview with Alan Evans by Nancy Fowkes on 18th November, 2014
Nancy : I am here with Alan Evans and we are recording a Maritime History
about his family association with the fishing industry and in particular the
silt jetties at Eagle Point.
Nancy : How old are you Alan?
Alan : Going 82.
Nancy: There you go, we will see how good your memory is.
Alan : Yeah.
Nancy : Would you like to start and tell us how the family came to be here and your family story.
Alan : As far as I can remember, my father’s father, my grandfather started fishing here prior to the
1900’s. I am not sure when but very early and my father then carried on. My grandparents (Alfred
and Rosa nee Jennings Evans) lived in East Bairnsdale, Lucknow Street, East Bairnsdale. Years back
and the Evans family home is still there. Then my father (Maurice Jennings Evans) married my
mother whose name was Gladys Evelyn Baulch.
They (the Baulch family) had a cherry orchard there in Bairnsdale in Pinnock Street and they settled
down there towards the end of the 1920’s I would say. I was born in July 1933 so I guess it was
around the end of the 20’s or very early 30’s.
I can remember that life was very hard down there for the some 23 families that lived there years
back (at the end of the silt jetties). There was no water and no power and the road was, in the
winter time, just a couple of greasy wheel tracks. It was very hard for anybody that lived there.
Yes just going on from the hard times, I can’t remember them but my mother said that she bought
most of the furniture in the house. While my father was out fishing she used to go and prize up
shovel fulls of mud to get sandworm and she went up the river and fished at what they used to call
The Little Cut. (This was approx 1 km towards Bairnsdale from the fishermen’s huts at the end of the
silt jetty and on the opposite side – small enough for Alan to jump over. When the rock walling
began to stop the erosion this was the first to be filled in to allow the trucks over to the isolated
land.) The "Gippsland" (steamer) pulled in at the wharf like it used to. People used to use it for
going into Bairnsdale for shopping because of the poor condition of the road in those days and not
many vehicles being around. She would sell the fish to the Captain, I just can’t think of his name just
offhand, Carstairs, I think it might have been Carstairs. He bought the fish off her and she bought
most of the furniture in the house – rod fishing.
Nancy : They called it hooking.
Alan : Yeah, hooking. Little bamboo rods, none of these flash glass rods or eggbeater reels in those
days.
All the catches mainly they were kept in a big ice chest – there was a building on the wharf in those
days and they had a big ice chest in there.
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Towards the end of the week, I think Friday it was mostly dependent on a Friday fish market, that’s
in Melbourne so they had to get their fish away by no later than Thursday and lots of times they
travelled across to Paynesville by boat.
I think Ross Gilsenan’s father, Mr Gilsenan had the carrying business and took the fish to the railway,
goods rail that came down to the wharf in the Mitchell River (Bairnsdale).
Other than that if it was not a lot of fish to go over to Paynesville they would mostly go up to shop
from the mouth of the river to Bairnsdale and load the fish on the goods train there at the wharf.
That’s about all I can remember of years back.
Nancy : I’ll start asking you some questions now.
You were saying that you were the only kid from down the end (of the silt jetty) that went to school.
Alan : Yes, that’s about all I can remember. I can’t remember any of the other families when they
had young children like Jack Palmer and his wife, they had a little girl and they shifted down to Lakes
then. They shifted out of it and I don’t know of any others that went to school.
I couldn’t start until I was 6, I wasn’t big enough to ride a bike and I had to ride right up the silt jetties
to the School at Eagle Point and back again of a day and they tell me its about 11 mile. It used to be
quite a trip for a 6 year old.
Nancy : 18 kms I think it is.
Alan : Yeah I think so. It’s a long way anyway and of course there was bad times in flood. I can
remember that our place had about 8 or 9 inches of water and mud and I was on the table for 2
days, the kitchen table.
All of the smaller boats were tied up to our verandah posts, I think that might have been in 39, one
of the big floods, I can barely remember it but it is stuck in me mind, all these boats tied up to the
verandah posts of the house. Yeah it was terrible, the clean up afterwards, if it had been just water
it would have been alright but there was about 2 inches of silt of the floors. Shocking.
Nancy : You’ve given me this lovely plan where you’ve marked all the houses.
Alan : Yes.
Nancy : And where the wharf and the slip was and where the JCD used to be moored.
Alan : Yes, the old poles of the JCD, they were there for, not all that long ago they were taken away
but I think they might have rotted off but they were there for years.
Nancy : And you said that there has been a bit of erosion and where the last house was the land isn’t
there any more.
Alan : I’d say that there’s roughly a kilometer gone from the end there yeah.
Because the land is right back here now nearly to where the old wharf used to be.
Nancy : So where the JCD used to be moored is now in the water?
Alan : Yeah, Yeah.
Nancy : That’s amazing.
Alan : And that point where Norm Young’s house was, that was the very furthest house out, it wasn’t
far away from where the light is out in the lake now and that’s quite a distance out it would be a
kilometer of land gone, I’d say.
Nancy : So during the war in the 40’s was your dad still fishing?
lan : Yeah, he fished and I think they fished and they trapped rabbits out on the hills towards Dargo.
I am not just 100 per cent sure what time of the year it was but I know it was in depression times
and evidently the fishing wasn’t too good.
Of course it’s varied over the years here a lot the fishing.
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In the winter time, because they were using cotton fishing net and the bream were non existent in
the winter time, they either had to go up the rivers fishing by hand, hooking, as they called it or do
something else because it was really bad.
Nancy : You will be interested to know that Rob Cook, Secretary of the Paynesville Maritime Museum
sent me a letter yesterday which is from the Fisheries advising one of the Politicians that women
were not allowed to net fish but they were allowed to hook fish.
Alan : Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Nancy : Because it wasn’t appropriate for women to net fish.
Alan : No, that would be right yeah but there has been quite a few women in the lake over the years.
Nancy : I heard that too and I don’t think they took much notice of the rules and regulations.
Alan : They didn’t fish on their own but they helped their husband, they worked in the boat with
them. Yeah, it was pretty common.
Nancy : Did your mother ever go in the boat?
Alan : Oh yes, they used to fish a lot up at the Tambo and live in the motor boat as they called it.
Not great big boats, I think they were only average 22 or 23 feet in those days. With a canvas hood
on and they lived up there sort of for 4 days and bought the fish home. They used to keep their fish
over the side of the boat in wire netting coffs (coups) and keep them alive while they were fishing.
Yes, they would fish up there. I think a lot of the fishermen’s wives helped their husbands rod fishing.
Nancy : And you? After you left school, what age would you have left school?
Alan : 14.
Nancy : It seems that with all the fishermen I have talked to it was about the same, as soon as they
reached the age that they were allowed to (leave) they left.
Alan : My problem was I lost my father, died, from down at the Mitchell when I was 7 and my
mother couldn’t drive a car or anything and she was stuck down there with these boats and nets.
Two of the older fishermen that lived about half way down Bill Rashley and Percy Hogan, they
worked for her and they all got a third each of the fish they caught.
My mother with my father dying was left the family house in East Bairnsdale so we shifted from the
mouth then when I was 7, mainly because of schooling.
For one thing it saved me riding the 11 miles a day and these two gentlemen were working the
fishing nets for my Mother for sometime and that’s when I started at the State School in Bairnsdale
in 1940.
Nancy : Were you an only child?
Alan : Yeah, there wasn’t many, very few big families down there. I think I can only remember,
probably, Kreymborg’s were one family that lived down there and I think there was a girl and a boy if
I remember right.
Most of the couples only had one child.
Nancy : Gee, that’s unusual in those days.
Alan : Yeah it is, yep. They just couldn’t afford, you know it was very hard down there – very hard to
live really.
Nancy : So how is it that you eventually came back into the industry? What did you do when you
were 14 and left school?
Alan : Because there was only Mum and I, when I turned 14, my mother was on what they called a
widow’s pension in those days, I think she got about 35 shillings a week ($3.50) for this widow’s
pension.
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When any of the children turned 14 she lost the pension. So I then had to leave school and look for
work and she had to go out and work too. She went to the Dunlop Rubber Company were in the
town in those days making golf balls and whatnot and I got a job at Marriott’s Bike Shop.
That was my first job, I was there for about 12 months at a pound ($2) a week and then there was a
job advertised at Lloyd’s Hardware Store for 30 shillings a week so I left the bikes and went to the
hardware store and I was there for just on 10 years.
Then I sort of, being introduced to salt water at an early age, got a yen to go fishing and my mother
said you’re mad to take that on.
Anyway, I thought well I’ll try it and I got my licence to fish in 1958 and it was easy to get a licence in
those days you just filled in a form and paid the Fisheries two pound and away I went.
From 1958 I put in about 50 years fishing and we had a professional bait outlet in East Bairnsdale.
Nancy : So the bait outlet I am very interested in. Did you have to have a separate licence to get the
bait?
Alan : No in those days you didn’t, the master licence that I had, the master fishing licence covered
everything, I could do anything at all in the lake but some years later they did bring out a bait licence.
Nancy : Right.
Alan : A bait licence they were a licence you were pretty restricted with. You could only have one
deckhand whereas I had 3 fellows several times, in the summer time, in the busy time I had up to 3
working for me and I was covered I could have as many deckhands as I wanted to use.
But the bait licence you were tied to just one deckhand, so the Master licence was the better way to
go really.
Nancy : That’s very interesting. So is the master licence the same as I have seen which had
professional on it?
Alan : Yes, it was professional licence years ago and then they called it a master licence and the bait
licences were bought in so that they were only allowed to bait fish they weren’t allowed to fish
commercially. There was just the one, you had a bait licence you weren’t allowed to fish.
Nancy : But you could do both?
Alan : Yes I could do both.
Nancy : So the bait that you used to get was it just worms and crabs?
Alan : Oh no, everything, shell and I trapped prawns for nearly 30 years towards the entrance at
Lakes. There was prawns and shrimp, we used to trawl for shrimp and dig shell and the crabs of
course and sandworm. Sandworm and spider crab I would say were our main two baits. I was the
first one to catch spider crabs in commercial quantities because most of them, years back used to go
around with a rake and rake the weed up and they would have a tube with a plastic dish in the tube.
I found a way with about 2 inch square plastic mesh, with tea tree rolled up with fish in the roll and I
was getting up to 3 fish bins or 4 fish bins I suppose, sometimes and that’s a lot of crabs because
they are only tiny.
Nancy : I know you are not allowed to rake anymore.
Alan : No, no and you are not allowed to dig shell now either unless you are in 6 foot of water and
yet the swans do more damage in the shallow water.
Nancy : How can you dig shell in 6 foot of water?
Alan: Well my father and mother used to dig it in probably more than 6 foot of water. They used to
use a long ti tree trunk, not a heavy one, just about the size of a normal shovel handle and they had
a rope on the neck of the shovel and they’d anchor the boat and stick the shovel in towards the front
of the boat and
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then my father would walk back to the back so that it was breaking out of the bottom and then my
mother would pull the shovel up and then he would turn it over into a bird wire coffer (coup) on the
side of the boat. They had it all worked out, that were years back, and they would keep it in a fish
box, a wooden box and it would last the 3 or 4 days when they were rod fishing in the Tambo, it is
surprising what was done years back.
Nancy : They were very resourceful.
Alan : They were, yeah, very, it was all hard work.
Nancy : I can imagine.
Alan : All manual. It must have been very hard for my father because he had a stiff leg and I am told
he was a very good fisherman, but how he managed with having one stiff leg I don’t know.
Nancy : Was that as a result of an accident?
Alan : Yes, he got pushed down the stairs at the old Tech School in Bairnsdale.
It’s a shame now because I have had a replaced knee and its great but in those days they didn’t
replace them.
Nancy : That’s right once wore out you wore out.
Alan : I know, it must have been a real problem
for him having a stiff leg and fishing because it’s
pretty hard work out fishing, with seines and that.
They have got to winch it in by hand, there was
no motor winches in those days.
Nancy : I was told they had a stick and they rolled
the stick.
Alan : Yeah a big roller across the boat, a round
one, probably 6 or 7 inches through and with a
hole through and a broom handle in and they used to wind the rope onto this thing, backwards and
forwards until they got the end of the net in.
Nancy: I wondered how they did that, I kept hearing about this stick in the boat.
Alan : Yeah, yeah when you wanted to stop you just pushed the broom handle down to the floor and
it would stop it. It was the brake.
Oh everything was hard in those days like they only used cotton nets and when the jellyfish come in
here they would have to have them in tan tub, you know in hot tan, wattle bark in the water and
boiling otherwise the slime off the jellyfish would rot the nets. Then the crabs were there you
would go out and just pick up the ropes there would be no net left.
Nancy : So who did the repairs on the nets was that your Mum and your Dad.
Alan : No, no Mum didn’t do much but a lot of women did repair nets but mostly their husbands did
all the mending and that, most of the net work yeah. I think the ladies were flat out in the houses.
Nancy : When they went to town, the ladies, the families, to get their supplies, did they go in the boat
or did they go overland?
Alan : Mostly in boats, mostly, it was only towards the end that I can remember. I think that Dad,
the first car he had was a 1923 Buick and they used to drive up but the road was shocking, there
wasn’t a road there years back.
Nancy : It’s still not that brilliant.
Alan : No, it’s not that brilliant. No it’s a shame that it’s not kept better because it’s a great tourist
attraction, really, it is.
Nancy : There is still a lot come down.
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Alan : Oh, they do, yes and it’s a very popular amateur fishing, recreational fishing, it’s very popular.
Nancy : They have done a good job putting the different platforms in so that the people, older people
can get in there. I think they have done a good job.
Alan : Yes they have. Oh no it’s good.
Nancy : You were saying about your father that before his time there was something that really …
Alan : Yes, years back there was a thing amongst all fishermen that ah, fishing started at sunrise on
Sunday morning. Quite often a crew would leave their, this is for seine fishing, they would leave
their seine boat with a net in it on the shot and anyway, if no one turned up by the time the sun
come up the next morning, that was their shot and they shot their net out. But if there was another
person turned up they would have to toss for it and even though you had your boat on the shot
overnight the other people could win the shot, win the toss and have the shot.
I can remember, before my time but I can remember my mother saying something funny about what
happened to my father and her brother.
Her brother lived down there and he was a fisherman as well, Allan Baulch
Her brother went out late Saturday and put his boat, seine boat with a net in it on the shot they
called “The Camp” which is on the back of the houses. (The Camp shot was in Lake King behind the
houses at Dawson’s Point.)
The Camp shot it was the one next to the closed water and it was a very sort after shot, this, every
week. (Closed water where commercial fishing was prohibited within 400 yards of the mouth of any
river) Anyway, through the night there was a storm come away and there was a really bad south
west wind, so anyway that was alright.
So my father had the same idea, he was favoring that shot the next morning so when he arrived
around there Mum’s brother and another friend were trying to get the boat up – it had sunk
overnight.
The ruling was that if you had your net in the water you had the privilege of that shot for that day so
my father looked over and thought well, he has got his net in the water but I’ll take the shot and
things were a bit quiet between them for quite a few months after.
Yeah, because the boat was sunk and the net was in the water he took the shot but he wasn’t real
popular for it.
Nancy : He wasn’t really entitled to it?
Alan : No, no, the brother in law wasn’t happy but these things happen.
Nancy : Oh, that’s funny. Can I ask you were all the boats named?
Like was your grandfather’s boat, did it have a name?
Alan : I can’t remember my grandfather having a boat because I can barely remember him because
he must have passed away in the early 30’s, sometime around the time I was born but my father did
fish with two Palmers.
Jack and Fred Palmer and they had a boat called the Mary Ann and there is quite a write up in the
“Casting the Net” from Molly Palmer and she loved the boat the Mary Ann.
Because they had a small daughter and she was approaching school age they decided to move out to
Lakes so the schooling problem would be solved and my father bought the Mary Ann and as far as I
know that’s the only fishing boat he had for years after – the Mary Ann.
I am not sure of any other boats – not motor driven boats anyway.
Nancy : How many boats did you own?
Alan : He had about five all up. Besides the house, my grandfather had built what they call a bark
hut and there was a separate sleeping quarters, another building behind it and there were people,
the Parkinson’s and Williams’, the Williams’ had a garage just out of Melbourne (Oakley) and
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Parkinson’s were market gardeners and they used to come up quite often. They had a boat there
that my father used, but it wasn’t really his boat, he just looked after it for them and they used to
come up, two or three times a year fishing.
Nancy : So where was
this?
Where were all
these boats?
Alan : Right down at the
mouth.
Nancy : Still down at the
point.
Alan : Yeah.
Nancy : So, did your boat
have a name?
Alan : They only had the
one, the Mary Ann.
Nancy : You personally,
how many did you have?
Alan : Oh, I had several, I
would have had about four boats I’d say but my boats were trailer boats because I didn’t like the
idea of running around after motor boats and that in wet weather, having to bail boats out.
I had what they call big aluminium trailer boats which helped me if I wanted to fish around the
mouth of the river, put them in the Nicholson or the Mitchell or if I wanted to go up Wellington or
out to Holland’s Landing.
They were much better to save all the motoring for miles, it was much quicker, and I had access to
water you know within a couple of hours of anywhere in the whole of the Lakes.
One of my boats was “WND” (registration letters) and I called it “Wind” and the other one was, I did
a bit of cray fishing for a couple of seasons and the chap that I had with me he said Oh, this fellow
said, we were cray fishing up at Conran.
This guy said “was that your boat I saw right in on the rocks?” and this chap I had with me he said
“yes, that was us” and he said oh “rock hoppin’”. So we called the boat the “Rock Hopper” after
that.
Nancy : Did you ever put the name on the side?
Alan : Yeah.
Nancy : Oh, really.
Alan : To change the name and when the gentleman come around every year to do survey the boat,
he said, I notice you have changed the name from WND to Rock Hopper and I said yes. I was just
about to tell him why and he said well that will cost you another $25 a name change. So it was
expensive.
Nancy : It certainly was.
So, you have given me this lovely plan of all the original houses on there (Mitchell River silt jetty Point
Dawson) and who the fishermen were that lived there.
You were telling me that only one was owned by the resident.
Alan : Yes, the Brownrigg’s house it’s the very first house that you come to going down there, that
was the only house that was owned.
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All the others were what they called Permissive Occupancy and they paid 10 bob a year. It was ten
shillings a year then but a dollar now. That’s all they paid and I don’t think there was any building
regulations or anything, there was no sewerage, there was no plumbing.
There was a little house out the back and a big hole back behind that.
Nancy : To empty the pan in.
Alan : Yeah well, I could tell you a story, my mother went down to empty it because Dad was out
fishing and evidently a new hole had been dug and it was very hard down the bottom.
When the pan was tipped out it hit the deck and it sort of splashed back up.
Nancy : Oh my goodness.
Alan : So she never emptied it again.
Nancy : So it was Dad’s job after that.
Alan : Yeah, it was a pretty ordinary life down there really.
Nancy : And, about when would it have been that they decided that there shouldn’t be any residents
down there any more?
Alan : Well, I would say in the late 60’s. There was a retired gentleman down there for quite a few
years where the old original people that lived down there and there was one fisherman George Hall.
He would have been the last one to fish down there commercially and it’s quite a few years since he
was there.
He did fish on later than the 1960’s probably into the 70’s I would say.
Nancy : You were telling me that you thought they gave the shacks to Bairnsdale Apex.
Alan : Yes I am pretty sure Apex, I think it was at Paynesville, the Shire gave the iron off the roofs of
all the buildings and then I think they fired the houses that were there, the Conservation
Department.
Nancy : They just burnt them.
Alan : Yeah, yeah unfortunately, there is a lot of history gone really.
Nancy : You were saying that your grandfather’s was one of those.
Alan : Yes, he built a bark hut they called it the bark hut, it had an iron roof and one of the old
roofing iron chimneys, that they used to make chimneys out of roofing iron.
It was quite comfortable, big open fire, it was just one big open room that was sort of the kitchen
and living area and a separate building out the back for sleeping.
He built it years back and it was a shame to see that go really
because you don’t see many of those nowadays.
Nancy : Nowadays they would probably want to restore it but
unfortunately they didn’t at that time did they?
Alan : No.
There was another one had a similar house, his name was Harry
Wilkie. I think he was, he came out before the war from Germany.
He was a sort of a very loner, he never married. He lived very close
to Lake King on the back of the river.
He had a, it was partly bark and partly iron and inside it was lined
with hessian, like the fine sugar bags used to be (made of).
Nancy : I remember them.
Alan : Over the hessian he had brown paper pasted over it and
anyway he had one of the big homemade 3 pronged toast forks that
he used to make his toast with in the open fire.
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I went in and I was only young and there was all these holes in the paper everywhere and I said one
day, I said “Oh, what are all the holes in the paper Mr Wilkie?” and “Oh he said, that’s what I use the
toast fork for”, he said “when I hear a rat in there I stab it through the brown paper”.
Alan : With the toast fork, so that’s one of the things I remember about Harry Wilkie.
Nancy : We had a holiday house at Nagambie and it had the hessian walls and they were covered
with newspaper and I loved to read all the old stories.
Alan : There was a real history in the old bark hut that my Grandfather made.
A gentleman came up with the Williams’ once from Melbourne for a fortnight I think it was, a couple
of weeks and there was a chap named Gurney and he used to write Bluey and Curley in the Sun for
years.
Alec (Alex) Gurney I think his name was and anyway of course
they had brown paper pasted over the hessian too to stop the
draft and he went right around the whole inside of the hut with
old comic pieces he had had in the papers over the years and aw
it was great it was something you know about 3 foot figures.
Nancy : And they ended up getting burnt did they?
Alan : Yeah, yeah it all got burnt.
Nancy : Oh dear, so he decorated their hut with his drawings.
Alan : Yeah decorated with different things yeah.
Nancy : Amazing, amazing. I never heard of that, I didn’t know about that.
Alan : Oh he wrote in The Sun newspaper for years Gurney.

Nancy : So you said you held the licence from 1958.
Alan : Yeah.
Nancy : And then you relinquished it. Was it the first buy back you did that?
Alan : The first buy back. Yes, I was working in the bait at that time and I was 69 and I reckoned I
had had enough of the water for 50 years so I thought it was time to get out at 69 so I retired and I
took the buy out, yep.
Nancy : I heard that it was the older ones who were quite happy to go at that time.
Alan : Yes it was, it’s not an easy life fishing you know, especially in bait, bait is a seven day a week
job.
Nancy : Now are you happy for us to continue this another time.
Alan : Yes of course.
Nancy : Lovely.
Alan : No problems.
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The Hartley Lloyd Trophy 1934
Rob Cook
As Alan Evans has recounted in his separate story, life on the silt jetties was not easy and it often
drew comparisons to church mice
It was into this situation that a resident of the fishing village suggested that they all pool their
resources and purchase an entry into the 1934 Bream Fishing competition for which angling gear
supplier Hartley and local agent Lloyds of Bairnsdale donated the Hartley Lloyd trophy each year and
a prize of ten pounds, a big sum in those days and which would give them a boost to finances if they
could just win it.
After careful discussion it was decided that Maurice Evans, Alan's father, should carry the honour of
the little village at the end of the silt jetty. Any winnings to be divided amongst those who
contributed to the entry fee.
Using the home built cane fishing rod and reel that PMM has on display, Maurice Evans triumphed
and brought home the first prize to the joy of the Rivermouth community. Unfortunately the
newspapers of the time do not tell us the size of the winning fish but there was maybe an element of
"home ground advantage" for him with the Bairnsdale Angling Club holding the competition in the
two mile stretch of the Mitchell below Eagle Point that would have been very familiar.
Maurice also received the Hartley Lloyd trophy, a handsome silver cup which now resides in the
PMM display courtesy of Alan and in honour of his dad's efforts. Our thanks to Alan for gifting PMM
the cup and rod.

The Hartley Lloyd Trophy
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PS Enterprise
The first steamer of the Lakes
Rob Cook with Peter Synan and Linda Barraclough
The story of steamers on the Lakes goes back to Phillip McArdell and the Sale built PS Enterprise of
1857 but, up until now, we have only been able to guess at what the formative vessel of Lakes
navigation looked like.
Recently well known history researcher, and friend of PMM, Linda Barraclough was looking for some
information when she came across as little drawing of Enterprise in the sketchbook of artist Eugene
von Guerard who was working his way around Gippsland accompanying explorers like Howitt and
visiting the squatters' runs.
Not a spidery tug like some of the early
build boats of the Lakes but a "proper"
paddle steamer with masts and all.
Displacement was recorded as 27 tons, so
not big but adequate.
The story of Enterprise is primary to the
development of water transport on the
Lakes and PMM member Peter Synan has
recorded it in his seminal book "Highways
of Water" which should be essential
reading for anyone with an interest in
maritime Gippsland and we acknowledge
his support in permitting reproduction
herewith of the relevant passages
regarding Enterprise. So much better to
use the words of the author who did the
primary research than to try to rehash
the story.
The sketch of PS Enterprise by artist Eugene von Guerard
(Eugene von Guerard Sketchbook 11, Dixson Library, State Library of NSW.)

Extract from Highways of Water:

The story of Enterprise is a fascinating one which was quickly woven into Gippsland folklore. The
American Phillip McArdell came to Flooding Creek, today called Sale, around the year 1846, having
been engaged in Tasmania by John Foster of Hobart as superintendent of his huge Boisdale
squatting station in North Gippsland. The restless McArdell, in turn, became chief constable to the
North Gippsland police force and inspector of distilleries (1848), then a miner on the Victorian
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goldfields (1851), before returning to his family in Sale to become the contractor who built the first
government buildings in Sale and the Longford Causeway. He later became a flour mill proprietor
(the Wattle Steam Mills), a tannery proprietor (Wattle Tannery) , a sawmill proprietor and the
manager of a goldmine on the Jordan goldfield. For his milling operations he imported the required
machinery from England. After sustaining some personal losses, including the death of his wife and
some serious financial reversals, McArdell left Sale in 1871 intending to migrate to New Zealand. For
a quarter of a century, he had invigorated economic activity in North Gippsland, never baulking at
financial risks, ready to seize every economic opportunity. Perhaps his most important development
was the building of the small steamer Enterprise.
The Enterprise was built on the banks of the Thomson River near Sale at a place still known as
McArdell's Gap with construction commencing towards the middle of 1857. It was only a small boat
in the beginning with a keel length of 36 feet. Its owners, Messrs. McArdell, Desailly and Ballantine,
designed it to cater for the goldfields traffic, from Sale to the Nicholson River, and for the timber
trade. Some notable Gippslanders were involved in the making of this historic craft, namely the
building contractor Peter Platt and the marine engineer/blacksmith, James Leslie, who fitted its 12
hp engine. The boat was launched in March 1858, amidst great cheering, with guests drinking
success to the pioneer steamer. Mingled with the jubilation of that day, however, was a nagging
concern: how long would the Enterprise be confined to the Thomson River? The problem was that a
bridge was being constructed on the Latrobe River had obstructed navigation. How had this
incredible state of affairs been allowed to happen? When the Enterprise was half ribbed up in 1857,
a notice appeared in the Goverment Gazette calling tenders for the building of a bridge to replace
the punt service over the Latrobe River about a mile below where the Enterprise was being build on
the Thomson. As it was clear from its specifications that this bridge would have injurious
consequences for navigation, a petition was quickly despatched to the Government of Victoria
seeking an opening span in the bridge.
So began the saga of the Latrobe Bridge, a moral dilemma for government, which was not resolved
until 26 years later with the opening of the celebrated Swing Bridge in 1883. In the meantime the
bridge was built, the vessel was finished and the promise made by government broken ‐ or so it
seemed to Gippslanders. How then was this absurd situation resolved in the short term? For once
floodwaters, normally the scourge of the Sale distract, did a good term and enabled the Enterprise to
be floated around the bridge. In the fullness of time McArdell received 1600 pounds compensation,
on the one hand, and was fined one shilling the bank of the Thomson on the other.
Apart from carrying flour to the diggings and backloading posts, rails, shingles, flooring boards and
the like from the sawmill on the Tambo, the Enterprise, now jointly operated by McArdell and his
son‐in‐law E J Raphael, carried passengers to the goldfields.
The Enterprise was lengthened to a 64 feet keel and six feet depth of hold in about 1860 to enable it
to better carry out the lakes trade for which the boat was designed. This pioneer Gippsland steamer
was acquired in early 1863 by Sali Cleve of Melbourne and steamed through the natural entrance of
the Lakes.

"Highways of Water‐ How Shipping on the Lakes Shaped Gippsland" by Peter Synan
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Eagle Bay Compass Piles
Rob Cook
Driving along the Paynesville Road a glance to the north will show some old wooden posts banged
into the bottom of the lake in a format reminiscent of prehistoric Stonehenge.
Ask a local what it is all about and beneath their puzzled look will emerge an explanation that they
are called "the compass piles" and, if you are lucky, they were something to do with the setting of
ship's compasses.

Thus far so good but now for some history and background to this iconic placing of wooden piles that
has been in Eagle Bay since 1891.
Why do ships need to adjust their compass?
In a perfect world you would just bolt the compass into the binnacle, rotate it to point North and
everything would be good.
Unfortunately mother nature had other ideas when inventing magnetism and compasses need to be
adjusted both for "variation" ‐ the moving natural situation, and for "deviation" which relates to
man‐induced magnetic fields.
Variation: To operate a compass depends on detecting the
magnetic fields of the earth which emanate from the magnetic
north pole. Whilst navigation charts are drawn relevant to True
North ‐ the fixed location geographic pole, the magnetic fields
spring from the magnetic pole which moves around and thus
needs to be allowed for in calculating a ship's course.
The green pin on the globe indicates True North and the red pin
magnetic north in its wanderings.
Fortunately, scientists have been able to calculate the
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movement of the magnetic north pole and navigators are able to apply a correction for this. But, just
to make things more difficult, the amount of magnetic variation is not constant around the world
and varies as shown in the diagram.

The lower right corner of every navigation chart has a statement of the variation applicable to that
chart and the date at which it applied. The notation also shows by how much the variation increases
(or decreases) on a yearly basis, simply add (or subtract) the yearly amount to the base number. The
"hotspot" south of Australia can make for some interesting changes from chart to chart, it pays to
always check.
Provided the compass installer has done his job right and aligned the compass card to magnetic
north (with variation applied) the rest is up to the navigator.
Deviation: Most vessels will have a ferro metal (iron, steel etc) in their construction or in their cargo
and this can alter the magnetic field that the compass sees.
This is deviation and it varies from boat to
boat and even from voyage to voyage. The
diagram shows the deviation effect in a
steel ship. Note how the magnetic lines
concentrate amidships where the engines
are located.

Now comes further complication as when the ship rotates (steers different courses) the natural
magnetic forces interact with the magnetism of the ship and further change the deviation making it
necessary to know the deviation at all points of the compass. Ergo, we need to rotate the ship within
a known framework and measure the deviation so that the navigator can make additional
corrections to the course to be read from the compass. It is called the compass adjusting station.
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One might well ask why it was necessary to go to the expense of building a compass adjusting station
and the time and cost for ships masters to use it as on the Gippsland Lakes it was possible to see the
next landfall and most points had navigation lights lit at night?
The answer appears to lie in the immovability of
bureaucracy as the Marine Board in Melbourne in 1889
advised mariners that from 1 January 1890 all ship
compasses had to be adjusted by a qualified adjuster and
certified to that effect. The skippers of the Lakes protested
strongly that it was unnecessary in their waters and that,
anyway, there were no facilities at which to make the
assessment.
There is no record of the discussions that ensued in
government offices but it can be sensibly surmised that the
solution to build a compass swinging arrangement arose
from not wanting to be seen to be backing down and the
Gippsland Times of Friday 3 October 1890 announced that a
tender to build the structures had been placed with J
Carpenter and Son for the sum of 147 pounds.
The service being advised as operative by advertisement in
the Bairnsdale Advertiser on Saturday 17 October 1891.
The advertisement gave bearings from the centre pile
structure to the other piles and to prominent landmarks.
The interesting bearing being that to the cowl atop the hop
kiln of a farmer James.
That the bearings for the outer piles were slightly off the
major axis of the compass is not important as allowance
would have to be made for annual shift in variation. The Sailing Directions for Victoria gives the
description as:
Swinging Station ‐ A swinging station consisting of four pile beacons placed approximately north,
south, east and west 300 feet from a central beacon at which vessels may swing for the adjustment
of compasses, is established in Eagle Point Bay, in 13 feet of water.
The central beacon bears 265°, 6 cables from Point Fullarton.
How was it Used? Glen Morgan who served as a cabin boy on the Dargo in 1939/40 recalled being
told by Captain Oscar Lindeman (well known as skipper of SS Gippsland):
"The stern of the ship was anchored to the centre pile and the bow was lined up to the north allowing
the compass to be set to north. The ship was then swung round 180 degrees to the south pile and the
compass was rechecked. If it showed an error it was required to be reset by a marine engineer and
then the rechecking procedure repeated on the east and west piles".
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Generally, the compass was corrected by placing small
magnets at the desired point of the compass to compensate
for the error and show a correct bearing. The magnets being
called compensators.
This process would have been generally enough for
navigation on the Lakes but for more accurate work, or
where compensation is not viable, a "deviation card" can be
compiled from which the navigator can read off the
deviation for any required heading.
Eagle Bay seems to have been somewhat unique in Victoria
in having such a complex compass adjustment station. Hobsons Bay (Melbourne) had just a strong
mooring buoy to which the stern was tied and the ship rotated around using given landmarks for
bearings. Although it was probably little used as a local compass adjuster developed a process for
using known bearings whilst steaming or being towed down the Yarra and this was endorsed by the
Marine board examiners following evaluation by the chief scientist at the Melbourne Observatory.
A curious aside of the Hobsons Bay buoy is that it was constructed of iron, presumably for strength
but what about the effect on deviation? Can it be seen as negligible or was it the blindness of
bureaucracy at work again?
It is a long time since any ship sailed the Lakes, let alone
swung its compass at the compass piles. These days the
cormorants are the main users of them and we can only
hope the guano is not speeding the deterioration of the
pile structures.
Otherwise yachts race around it and visitors gaze with
curiosity from the Paynesville Road.
It is unlikely that a justification can be made to rebuild the
structures, so PMM is proud to record their history and
rationale for future reference.
Thanks to Max Zelman for his input.
Information from newspapers was obtained from TROVE.

The central pile structure
The James hop kiln easily visible from Eagle Bay
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The "Iced T‐Van" ‐ Keeping Fish Fresher
Rob Cook
Paynesville came into being in 1878 because the newly opened railway from Sale meant that fish
from the Gippsland Lakes could be delivered to the Melbourne markets in edible condition.
Business boomed, but during the summer months there were still occasions when high ambient
temperatures caused severe deterioration of the fish which then had to be destroyed.
To the fishermen this may have seemed an insurmountable problem but within the offices of
Victorian Railways (VR) plans were afoot to develop a solution for not only fish but also other
perishables like meat. Thus came about the insulated T‐Van or, as they were labelled, "iced T‐Van"
which had a trough in the roof into which ice was shovelled via the three hatches and, as the ice
melted, the cold air was allowed to tumble
down over the precious cargo whilst 4 to 6
inches (100 to 150 mm) of cork insulation was
fitted to the roof and walls. Melted ice water
was drained out of the trough to prevent
wetting of the cargo.
The T‐Van was a VR workhorse used for many
applications and older readers will remember
them in service up to the 1960s. The insulated
version was introduced on the Sale line in 1886
and fishermen were much relieved.
The picture shows T‐Vans on the spur line at Bairnsdale wharf that was put in to enable transhipment
of goods, including fish, at the wharf instead of having to take them up, or down, to the station in a
cart.
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The "C C Neill" a Tribute

Tom Slater and Ray (Tiger) Neill

C C Neill
Some vital statistics
Length: 39 feet 10 inches
Beam: 13 feet 10 inches
Draft: approx. 4ft
Displacement: 15 tons
Powered by: 80hp marinised Ford D diesel
History
The boat now known as CC Neill is believed to have been built at Port Albert around 1949‐50,
and operated in Bass Strait as a fishing vessel. It was identified by someone at the Port of
Lakes Entrance who had worked on it, who said it was then known as the Patina (Patina
Star?). It was also said to have worked as a scallop boat out of Mallacoota, but these ‘facts’
are uncertain.
At some stage it became grounded on the Inverloch sandbar and ended up in a front yard in
Torquay. It was purchased by fishermen brothers from Queenscliff, who got some work done
on the bow by Cayzer’s Shipyard at Queenscliff. A depression on the starboard side of the
bow next to the stem of the boat is evidence of this period. The brothers then proceeded to
fit it out as a fishing charter boat under the name Dawn. According to Marine Board
shipwright John Morris in 1979, it used to have 300mm of deadwood attached to the keel,
but this had been removed at the time the boat was acquired by Scripture Union (SU) for
service at Camp Coolamatong on Banksia Peninsula near Paynesville.
A new life at Coolamatong as the CC Neill
Even before the boat arrived on the Lakes it had been decided to name her after Charlie Neill.
Charles Clifford Neill was born in 1910 and was raised in Paynesville. Having served his
apprenticeship under Peter Tierney at the Paynesville Slipyard he became a shipwright and
boat builder, as the bronze plaque, one of three remaining at his death, testifies. He was a
dedicated Christian and a stalwart of the local Methodist church. A gentle man, but straight
as a die, he was a highly esteemed in the community and amongst the shipping fraternity.
For many years Coolamatong had owned an open 22‐foot Lakes fishing boat, named ‘Acme’
by its previous owner Bruce Johnson, an SU and Coolamatong ‘legend’. With the key
volunteers living in Melbourne, Charlie Neill willingly kept an eye on Acme through the year at
her moorings among the fishing fleet at Paynesville. This included going down after heavy
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rain and manually pumping out the bilges to keep the engines out of the water and the boats
afloat.

Acme at Paynesville…

and in service at Sperm Whale Head

He didn’t charge for that, and furthermore he always gave a discount for the work he did year
by year, caulking the seams, painting, and doing necessary repairs.
Charlie valued the relationship with people like Bruce, and his generosity was an expression of
support for SU’s work at Coolamatong. Another connection with Coolamatong was that
Charlie and his wife Phyl were close friends of Fred and Joan Barton, who donated
Coolamatong to SU in the first place back in 1954. Sadly Charlie died in 1978, without seeing
the CC Neill, which he had been instrumental in finding for use at Coolamatong.
In the meantime Coolamatong had acquired a second 22‐foot boat similar in kind to Acme but
with a cabin. Named Lowan, it had spent some time at the bottom of a river before being
acquired and beautifully restored by Charlie Neill. Solidly constructed in ¾‐inch NZ Kauri, and
eventually equipped with a Yanmar marine engine, Lowan was a lovely boat. Once again the
Neill's generosity to Coolamatong was reflected in the purchase price.

Lowan moored at
the Coolamatong
jetty

When year‐round school camps became a reality from 1977 with the establishment of the
Farm Camp, Acme and Lowan were required every week to take groups across Lake Victoria
to the national park. Acme had been powered by a series of second‐hand car engines
(petrol), the last being a curious Blaxland ‘twin pup’ with a magneto starting arrangement. As
each boat was capable of safely transporting only 11 or 12 passengers, these trips involved
complicated logistics, usually including one group of campers being taken to the eastern end
of Banksia Peninsula on the old Morris Commercial truck, and multiple ferrying of groups
between there and Sperm Whale Head and Rotamah Island.

The possibility of a weather change during the day was often a concern, and together with
the occasional unreliability of the engine in Acme and the sheer amount of time required to
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get the campers there and back, it was decided that they should look for a boat capable of
taking a whole camp group (usually about 35‐45 campers in those days) across the lake in any
weather. It seemed a tall order, given the size of the boat required and the shallowness of
the places they were used to going with the smaller boats.
One option considered (only briefly!) was the acquisition of a former ship’s lifeboat with ‘full
Fleming gear’. The ‘gear’ turned out to be a handle for each occupant, which when worked
together turned the propeller. Novelty was the only real attraction! Where were SU to find a
suitable boat – preferably one that could carry a whole camp at once, and be safe in any
weather? Naturally the problem was shared with Mr Neill. He said ‘I know a Marine Board
surveyor who goes up and down the coast all the time for work. He may be able to find
something. I’ll ask him he would keep a look‐out.’ The surveyor was John Morris, brother of
local shipwright Les Morris. True to his word, Mr Neill did so, and before very long John
suggested a look at a boat at Queenscliff.
As stated earlier, sadly Charlie died before SU bought the boat, but Mrs Neill was delighted
with it, and stood at her front gate on The Esplanade at Paynesville and watched it out of
sight when it took its first voyage after fit‐out around to its permanent mooring at the new
Coolamatong jetty in Duck Arm, which had been recently built in anticipation. You can see
why CC Neill was an obvious choice of name for the boat.
Fitting out for camp service
When purchased by SU the fit‐out was incomplete. The boat had been roofed and the
steering gear was intact, but there were no seats other than the engine bay cover. There was
a large amount of ballast in the bilge made up of cast iron ingots and a large number of other
larger cast iron pieces – probably weighing a ton or more. On the advice of shipwrights it was
agreed to dispense with the ballast, and a new, lower waterline had to be painted.
The purchase price was $9,000, with the option to purchase a new 72 hp Lister diesel marine
engine, but a second‐hand 80hp marinised Ford D diesel engine was purchased instead – a
cost‐cutting measure which was probably short‐sighted, as the exhaust manifold quickly
rusted out and needed replacing every few years at over $1,000 a time. All up, the cost, after
fit‐out, was around $16,000, with huge savings achieved thanks to the work of Coolamatong
staff member Brian Gray and generous help from volunteers in the boating businesses at
Paynesville.
The boat was brought by road from Queenscliff to Paynesville on Denis Stringer’s low‐loader.
Apparently Denis’s rig caused a certain amount of amusement when it arrived at Queenscfliff,
but the superior expressions soon changed when the onlookers observed the ease with which
the boat was expertly placed on the truck. Brian Gray drove the somewhat incongruous pilot
vehicle – his little dark green Mazda with a flashing light attached to the roof – for the early
morning police‐escorted trip through the city, and thence to Paynesville.
Its arrival was greeted with great interest by onlookers at Paynesville, and the boat was
launched with a minimum of fuss by the ‘back the low loader into the water and hit the
brakes’ method, whereupon the boat simply floated majestically away, to be picked up by the
once‐again incongruously small Coolamatong boat ‘Lowan’, and taken around to the
Paynesville wharf.
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In the slipyard at
Paynesville. Note – no
name plate yet.

Here the engine
was
lowered
through
a
removable hatch in
the roof using the
wharf crane, and
expertly
aligned
and mounted by
Les Morris and his
team. Les worked
at the government
Slipyard at Paynesville, he was one of several skilled locals who gave their services free of
charge to install the engine and morse controls, source and mount the propeller, fix blinds to
the sides, and otherwise help with all manner of jobs, not least the painting of the whole
vessel inside and out.
When Marshall Walker, a cousin of Charlie's wife and a friend of Charlie’s from the church
and the slipyard, was first told about the intention to name the boat after Charlie Neill the
immediate response was ‘Well there will be plenty of people who will be willing to work on
it.’ And that’s exactly how it turned out.
An amusing sidelight. The day the CC Neill arrived at Duck Arm, Joe Scull came down to see it
after work. Joe was a mechanic, and he and Anne had come to live on Banksia Peninsula to be
part of the Coolamatong vision. It took him no time to work out that a left‐hand prop had
been mounted, where a right‐hand prop was required by the direction of rotation of the
engine. The boat had done the whole of its first trip in reverse!

Ray
(Tiger)
Neill is the son
of one of
Paynesville's
finest
ever
boatbuilders
Charlie Neill
and was
raised in Paynesville. Here is he is proudly
"helping" his dad launch another new
build boat from the workshop in The
Esplanade.
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Faces and Places ‐ Dredges and Bridges
Rob Cook
“Faces and Places” is somewhere that we can run follow‐up items relating to articles in previous
issues of The PMM Journal. This time we have items arising from Issues 3 and we thank the people
involved for the feedback, it is in this way that we can ensure that the PMM records are the best we
can make them.

The Priestman Dredge: Recent findings will enable us to wrap up this story which has taken us from
the birth to the demise of "the little dredge that could" and did for 80 years.
The first photo shows the Priestman (it never had a formal name) operating with barges nearby to
remove the spoil and dump it in deeper parts of the Lakes. The ballast log that provided additional
stability when the crane was working to the side of the vessel can be seen floating as the crane is
over the stern.

The Priestman at work with smoke billowing and two barges and a tug in the background.
Note the "long‐drop" privy fixed to the side of the dredge.
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The second photo is a little sad as it confirms that the Priestman was left to rot and decay on the
mudbanks of Slip Bight in Paynesville. At least we now have confirmation of her fate.

Stripped of boiler, crane house and the crew shelter the Priestman lies in the mud, ballast log still attached.
The barge partially in the pic to the right is that which previously belonged to Lady Harriett

More on the Swan Reach Lift Bridge: A chance discussion with veteran Lakes Entrance historian
Marie Fish has unlocked the mystery of how many people
were involved in operating the lift spans of the Swan reach
bridge ‐ could it really have been a one man task? The
answer is that it was a two person job and a young Roy
Howlett had dispensation to leave his school desk
whenever a steamer whistle signalled an imminent arrival
at the bridge so that he could pump the water for one side.
In this photo the second operator can just be seen.
The second
photo is of
the
temporary lift
bridge that
replaced the
floating bridge whilst waiting for the concrete bridge to
be approved and built.
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